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To all whom ¿t may concern.' 
Be it known that I, FABIEN r =ì UD, a 

citizen of the French Re ublic,'residing at 
Beauvais, Oise, France, lgave invented cer 

5 tain Improvements in Apparatus to Sterilize 
Liquids by Means of Ultra-Violet Rays, of 
which the following is a specification. _ 
The object of my inventlon is to provide 

an apparatus to sterilize liquids, especially 
10 water and milk, by the action of .ultra-violet 

rays. My apparatus oíl’ers the advantages 
of real eiiiciency and of great economy. 
Furthermore, it does not modify the com- 
position of the liquid and does not destroy 

l5 the valuable components of milk. 
Another advantage thereof is that the 

liquid has not to be-clariñed before sterili 
zation as is usual with the apparatuses or 
devices hitherto known. ` - 

My apparatus is based on the rinciple of 
causlng the liquid to pass as a m or thin 
flow in front of ultra-violet rays. Liquids 
are thus made more limpid and consequently 
thoroughly submitted to the inñuence of 

25 radiations. ~ 

In order to achieve this purpose, I make 
the liquids -flow through tubes of small 
diameter and bent several times. My sys 
ltem presents the advantage of compelling 

30 the particles to be continually on the move, 
so that they must unfailingly be submitted 
to the action of ultra-violet rays. 
In order to make my invention more 

clearly understood, I have illustrated, as an 
et example, an embodiment thereof in and by a 

drawing appended hereto, which shows a 
vertical section of an apparatus constructed 
.in accordance therewith. 
\My apparatus for sterilizing liquids by 

¿.10 means of' ultra-violet rays comprises a tank 
1 for the liquid, such tank communicating 
through a pipe 2 with a Íeedin >tank 3 
itself communicating through a tu e 4 with 
a circular 5. 

` At the lower part of said tube are ar 
ranged a plurality of fine tubes 6 me oí 
cast quartz and bent several times. 

Tubes 6 open into a lower circular .tube 
7 communicating with an outlet tube 8, pro 
vided with a cock 9 and with an electric 50 
obturator 10. 

Circular tubes 5 and 7 are encased in an 
envelope 11 made of anA ultra-violet-ray 
retaining material. l 

. Between the circular tubes is arranged an 55 
envelope or shell 12 encasing tubes 6, and 
this envelope also is made of an ultra-violet 
ray-retaining material. ` 
In the center of this a paratus is posi 

tioned a mercury-vapour amp 13, carried 60 
by two tubes 14 through which run wires 
1_5 and 16. 
Wire 16 connected to asolenoid 17 which 

actuates the obturator 10. 0bviously, on 
the mercury vapour lamp being lit, the sole- 65 
noid will open the obturator. . - 

Inside the envelope 12 is. set a polished 
metal mirror. Inside the cover and support 
are also set polished metal mirrors 19 which 
form two cones intended to reûect the lamp" 7U 
rays onto tubes 6, thus using integrally the 
rays from the mercury lamp. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent is :- . 
1. An apparatus to sterilize liquids, char- 75 

»acterized by the arrangement of two circular 
tubes intercommunicating through a plural 
ity of fine tubes- made of cast quartz, bent 
several times, and fed by a main tank of 
liquid and an intermediate feeding tank; so 
a mercury vapour lamp being positioned in 
the center of the apparatus, and the circular 
tubes as Well as the cast quartz tubes being 
encased in ain envelope adapted to retain 
ultra-violet rays. 

. In an apparatus as per claim l, the fact 
that the envelope is provided with a polished 
Ametal’mirror and the cover and support are 
provided with conical mirrors adapted to 
reflect the ultra-violet rays on the >cast eo 
quartz tubes. 


